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SUMMARY

Junior Frontend Web Developer, with 2 years of  commercial experience. I want to work on React projects. My
emphasis at work is to always prioritize, work on one tiny thing at a time, and use deliberate practice to learn.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Fream Sp. z.o.o. Aug.2017 – Jul.2019
Junior Frontend Web Developer
▪ Large project in Polymer. Coded Figma designs for subscription, payment, billing features.

o Handling credit cards, errors, monthly billing, cancellation.
▪ Polymer project. Coded over 50 features. Involved profiles, project lists, menus, color palettes.

o Figured workaround for dropdown menus. Saved a lot of  development time per menu.
▪ Coded over 40 complex e-mail templates. In line with practical browser compatibility.

▪ Gained experience learning from mentors and working in big projects with Agile methodology and SCRUM.
▪ Technologies: Javascript, Polymer 1.9.3, REST, CSS, SASS, RWD, HTML

EDUCATION

University of  Economics in Wroclaw, Poland Sep.2010 – May.2016
Master’s degree in International Economic Relations, Specialty: International Business

Languages
▪ Polish: native. English: C2.

SKILLS

React: using state, custom hooks, props, React context, components composition.
Javascript: using functions and their scopes, IIFE’s, hoisting, closures, objects, arrays, promises, ES6.
CSS: using BEM, template literals, flexbox, box model, positioning, viewport units, media queries.
SVG: using path to draw custom shapes, animating along a path, composing shapes, integrating SVG with React.
Other: using REST, database endpoints, basic NoSQL databases, HTML

PROJECTS

Oxus Flashcards Jun.2022 – Aug.2022
Web Development, Design
▪ Link: https://oxus.netlify.app
▪ A user can manage their list of  decks of  flashcards. Edit text/image in a card. Shuffle it based on difficulty.

o Users can take a photo with a phone, directly add to flashcard. Saves on database for a logged user.
▪ Large-scale app. Authentication. Database. UI/UX. RWD.

o Server request occurs only upon a deck edition save. User can edit every deck card in a deck edition.
▪ Technologies: React, ES6 Javascript, CSS, BEM technique, HTML

https://oxus.netlify.app


Carbyne Explorations Aug.2022 – Sep.2022
Web Development, Design
▪ Link: https://carbyne-explorations.netlify.app
▪ Blog app with an extremely specific UI/UX solution. Involves animated menu solution with abstract shapes.
▪ Coding SVG graphics and SVG animations. Making SVG’s interactive with React and CSS.
▪ Technologies: React, ES6 Javascript, SVG, CSS, HTML

Vimeo Searcher Sep.2022 – Sep.2022
Web Development, Design
▪ Link: https://vimeo-searcher.netlify.app
▪ Displays videos on search. Uses external platform API. Stores results locally. Fitting UI and loader design.
▪ Technologies: React, ES6 Javascript SVG, CSS, HTML

INTERESTS

Chess, healthy lifestyle, daily exercising, training my communication skills, writing, book authors such as J. Waitzkin, B. Oakley.

https://carbyne-explorations.netlify.app
https://vimeo-searcher.netlify.app



